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A HERO’s Pledge 

 
Dear cast: 
 
The goals of this show and this project as a whole are three fold: 

1. Put on a great show! 
a. Put on a great show each year. 
b. ALWAYS improve upon the previous year 

2. Provide an incredible creative outlet for the community. 
a. Bring together like-minded people with a desire to perform.   
b. Foster a supportive environment where they can learn and grow.   
c. Help them to improve their own skills each year as well as provide a unique experience of what being part 

of a theatrical production means. 
3. Raise money. 

a. Support charities inline with the Unsung Heroes mandate. 
b. Increase our results EVERY year.  
c. Seek new ways to secure long term sponsorships. 

 
Will you take the Hero’s Pledge?  Sure it may seem silly to do this but realistically, if you don’t feel you can put your name 
on these pledges then we don’t want to waste your time or your money.    
 

1. Contributing to a safe supportive environment. 
a. I pledge to bring only good vibes to rehearsal.  I want this show to be amazing and a great atmosphere is a 

critical success factor.  I know I don’t only impact myself.   
b. I also pledge not to be a bummer even unintentionally so I will take any concerns I have to the creative 

team versus my fellow cast mates.     
c. Most importantly, I want our show to be a safe and awesome place.  I pledge that I will not be judgmental of 

my fellow cast-mates or the creative team.  We are all just trying to put on a great show and that how we 
are our each other’s biggest fans. 
 

2. Play hard, work harder. 
a. In any show, there will be some stressful times I know, when things can get chaotic but I pledge to always 

treat everyone in this show with respect, both my fellow cast mates and the creative team. 
b. We are one cast, we either rock the house together or stink it up…together!  I pledge to work hard not just 

for me but for the cast and learn my parts as early in the process as possible.  
c. Socializing is an important part of why we do these shows but I don’t want it to impede the process either.  

So I pledge when in the studio, I will focus on rehearsing and use breaks and times I am not in a number to 
socialize (and always in the hallway vs. the studio). 

d. With so much to accomplish at each rehearsal, I know that it moves much faster when people who are not 
in numbers are close by for easy transition to the next number so I pledge to do so. 

 
3. Honour the cause.  This show is our passion but it’s someone else’s salvation. 

a. I pledge to always honour the cause and not loose sight of the difference we are making. 
b. This is a fundraiser first and foremost.  I pledge to do what I can to achieve our fundraising goals such as 

promoting the show, selling tickets and to helping connect with sponsors or advertisers if I can. 
 
Please sign here to complete your registration.  By signing here you are stating that you have read and understood all 
information on the registration forms including but not limited to registration fees, schedule conflicts, injury waiver, 
photography, internet and video waiver and have read and agree with the Hero’s Pledge.   
 
___________________________________________________                    _______________________ 
Signature                Date 


